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PowerPoint: can you be inoculated against
death by sound-bite?…

…but I’ll use PPT anyway
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Macroeconomics
Impact of recessions on health & health systems
If the state won’t be able to fund, then who?

Hogarth: A Rake’s Progress, Plate 7 (1735)
Fleet Debtor’s Prison

The “Great Recession”: 2009 vs 1929
World stock markets

World trade

World industrial production

Source:
Eichengreen &
O’Rourke
March 2010

The downturn is mostly
over, in the “World”
But is it over in the West” ?
And at what cost, to
Western economies?

“21 economists” – 22 opinions about the crisis?
Andrew Lo (“Reading about the financial crisis…”, Journal of Econ Lit, Mar 2012):













Shiller: “Originate to Distribute” – misaligned incentives while financial actors hid subprime risk
Gorton: “Slapped by the Invisible Hand” – asymmetric information re financial assets
Akerlof & Shiller: “Animal Spirits” – mistaken beliefs about future economic behaviour
Reinhart & Rogoff: “This Time is Different” – capital Inflows to US
Garraut & Llewellyn-Smith: “The Anglosphere” – Chinese capital flows into mortgage
bubble
Stiglitz : “Too Big to Fail” – dot.com bubble was same syndrome as mortgage bubble
Johnson & Kwak: “13 Bankers” – financial elites & weak regulation
Roubini & Mihm: “Doctor Doom” – contagion & over-present government intervention
Rajan: “Fault Lines” – systematic economic inequalities within US & with rest of world,
government encouraged decades of soft lending
Squam Lake: “Guaranteed to Fail” – Fannie Mae & Freddie Mac as the world’s largest
hedge funds, badly run
Tett: “Fool’s Gold” – Credit derivatives are “technically sweet” (like Oppenheimer, on
the atom bomb) but culturally explosive
[10 more…]

Limited consensus among economists & journalists
The health sector talks to none of these people – why?
I’m going with a mix of explanations!

Where did the crisis come from – a model
Trade surpluses: Resource exporters’ (OPEC…)
Emerging states’ (BRICS…)
“Mercantilists’” (D, JAP…)
Asymmetric investor & bank incentives
Lax regulation (including Basel, US Fed)
Incomprehensible securitisation instruments
Increasingly flaky investments, to 2007
Household property bubble
Fraud

Global savings
imbalances
Capital flows to “West”
9/2008
Lehman
Bank
crisis

Banks’, households’ & firms’ balance sheets
“deleverage” – reduce spending
Governments increase spending (deficits)

Governments repair balance sheets
while banks/households/firms still
not spending?

???

Economic
crisis

First: state debt has risen, in the West, to the
highest ever levels in peacetime

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, September 2011

It needs a significant effort to reduce stock of
government debt back to previous levels
Required average primary balances to stabilise public debt/GDP at 2007 level (% GDP)
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It’s difficult for single countries to run large primary balances for long:
but they must be 2-5% of GDP, for a decade+, in many countries

Sadly, high public debt itself reduces growth:
Advanced economies, 1946-2009
There is a link
between debt
levels &
growth, after
debt >90%
Source:
Reinhart & Rogoff,
December 2009

Average debt/GDP level >90% in 2009 – so we can expect growth in
coming years to be slower than normal

Second: private debt, potentially a bigger
problem than public

 Changes in the stock of debt can contribute to flows of GDP
 The long economic boom saw rising private sector debt diverted into
consumption (i.e. not just investment)
 The size of the crash in 2007-? resulted from the reversal of this flow
of private debt (a so-called “Minsky moment”)
 The public sector compensated by raising its expenditure, & debt, to
support demand
 However, we don’t know:
 When the private sector will stop “deleveraging”
 If the public sector can continue to increase its debt

“The Minsky Moment”: changes in US debt levels
2000-2012

Is it surprising we have had a major crash?

The Great Recession: Consumption loss vs precrisis rise in household debt, by country

The bigger the level of household debt, the greater the
loss of consumption

“Deleveraging” in the Great Depression
& the Great Recession (in US)

There is a long way to go to get private debt levels down
to “average” peacetime historical levels

Debt, & growth - this time for total (public & private)
debt

Again, above a certain level of debt, economic growth is
damaged

Alphabet soup
 A typical post-WW2 recession was “V”-shaped: out
as rapidly as going in
 Often, recessions resulting from financial busts have

been “U”-shaped: clearing up the broken china
took time
 Then there were the cases where recovery set in but
faltered for a while, “W”-shaped: double-dip
 However, this one isn’t giving us a good time, “L”shaped: it’s not at all clear when it’s going to stop

Meanwhile, “entitlements”: scenarios for diversion of
GDP to pensions, health & long-term care, 2000-2050
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2010 was when the baby-boomers started to retire, spending
entitlements rise faster… & the labour force shrinks

If indeed global macroeconomic imbalances
“caused” the recession, via a debt explosion:
 The imbalances & inadequate regulation remain, &
could cause the same again
 Surplus countries refuse to reflate, so deficit countries
are forced to deflate – “if PIGS could fly…”
 The Eurozone crisis is merely a side dish here!
 Austerity isn’t wonderful – but nobody has a brighter
idea

The Recession has a long time still to run
Western policy-makers don’t know how to get out of it
States will not be able to fund public sectors like in the past
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Macroeconomics
Impact of recessions on health & health systems
If the state won’t be able to fund, then who?

How in principle might health status & health sector
be affected? It’s complicated…

Source: adapted
from
Musgrove, 1987

Some evidence on health status & economic crises
 Korea late-90s




Fall in healthcare consumption, but all-cause mortality down for both
sexes & all age-groups
CV, stomach cancer, liver disease, RTA down
Suicide, homicide, alcohol mortality up

 Thailand late-90s




Minor overall changes in health status
RTA, alcohol, smoking, occupational disease down
Nutrition diseases & suicide up

 Mexico mid-90s



Fall in access, minor overall changes in status
Elderly & children diseases up

 Study on “Cardiac disease mortality & bank crises” (1960-2002,
28 countries)
 6.4% rise in high-income countries
 26% rise in low-income countries

Mixed picture: if anything, lower mortality in recessions
– but increased inequality

Recession health main effect 1 : US car mileage

Secular decline in driving –
& sharp falls in recession years, bringing reduced accidents

Recession health main effect 2: trends in suicides in
Europe

McKee et al,
Clinical
Medicine, 2012
Normalised on
2000

Conclusion is clear: mental health is badly affected by depression

Healthcare systems in recessions
 Three options for governments for their health sectors in a
recession – do nothing, restrict growth/cut expenditure,
increase spending as a counter-cyclical tool
 HOPE published a 2011 list of government reactions to the
current crisis – complex, variegated
 A recent academic review indicates:
 In NHS-type systems, expenditure growth is lower in the year
following a typical crisis, & there is some cost-shifting to
population
 In SHI systems, not much spending change, some cost-shifting
 Overall, maybe a slight tendency to cut health expenditure more
than other public spending

 On balance, for the current recession, it’s just too early to say!
 Remember: this crisis isn’t like any previous post-WW2 one…
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Impact of recessions on health & health systems
If the state won’t be able to fund, then who?

Capital providers:
1. EU Cohesion Policy/Structural Funds
A pooled & shared resource (€336 billion 2014-2020):
 European Regional Development Funds (ERDF), strengthening
economic, social & territorial cohesion between regions
 The European Social Funds (ESF), EU’s main financial instrument for
investing in people

In future: strengthened project conditionalities demanded –
improving performance requirements & impact evaluation
The ‘political’ climate has shifted to requiring an explicit
contribution to growth & fiscal sustainability
The health sector is not a stated priority (will get c. €6 bn.
over the 2014-2020 period?)

Not too available in EU15; used in PT, HU, SK…

Another capital finance option:
2. EIB/CEB/EBRD/WB-IFC
The EIB is the “house bank of the EU”
 Strategic priorities are SMEs, cohesion, climate change, environment,
energy, TENs, knowledge economy (health is not a stated priority…)
 EIB turnover ~€68 billion p.a., will rise in next few years
 Of turnover, <5% is health sector: will amount to c.€20 bn over 2014-2020
 Now, “EU Project Bonds” – to help finance PPPs – in health?

CEB
 Small, but perfectly formed
 A social sector specialist, with Target Countries across CEE and SE Europe

EBRD
 Focused on private sector – but also municipalities

WB & IFC
 Only EU-12, Accession & “Neighbours”
 Public sector (WB), or private including PPP (IFC)
 Strong social sector orientation

These MFIs could be very useful funding sources

Another capital finance option (apart from normal
commercial debt, used in F, D, NL…):
3. PPP - some alternative models in Europe
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“Public-Public Partnership” (Spain)
Accommodation PPP (e.g. UK’s PFI, & E, F, I…)
Hospital infrastructure-clinical Joint Ventures (PT)
Licensed hospital privatisation (D, FI…)
Population primary/hospital full-service PPP (E)

This list is in ascending order of private-sector involvement &
“bundling” – the envelope around the project company is wider
(e.g. not just build & FM, but also medical services)
They are not just theoretical examples
There is evidence the more extensive, integrated models
perform rather better

PFI is not the only game in town – it’s much too limited

Today – PPP finance markets & the recession
 Banks are charging a higher rate of interest than in the fevered
days of 2007-8; equity bridge loans more difficult to obtain
 “Wrapped bond” market is comatose
 Banking industry temporary responses:
 “Club & hold” - syndication in advance; but further reduces
competitiveness of financing markets
 “Mini-perms” (refinancing)
 Cash sweeps (but problematic for the equity & sub-debt)
 Margin ratchets (but affordability for public sector?)

 Liquidity is the problem, not fundamental credit-worthiness of
current PPPs for economic or social infrastructure

In sum: banks are not the right vehicle for most long-term
lending – inherently unstable because of “liquidity mismatch”

PPP & capital markets longer term
It’s not easy for any party to borrow at present, but:
 Both economic (transport) & social infrastructure (such as
health) are huge markets needing capital expenditure
 Many financial institutions (pension funds, but also
insurance companies & Sovereign Wealth Funds) need to
invest in assets that will generate stable long-term income
to match their predictable liabilities
 For government, PPP offers:





Independent validation of projects
Dedicated infrastructure managers
Sharing of risk
Clean, dedicated & comprehensible debt structures for new
capital
 An efficient procurement tool

“EU Project Bonds” – getting in the non-banks
Pension Funds/
Insurance Cos/
Sovereign Wealth
Funds

Or EIB
guarantee

We’ll need something like this to substitute
for/complement the banks as funders

“Osama Bin Laden is either alive and well, or alive and
not too well, or not alive”

“Reports that say that something hasn't happened are always
interesting to me, because as we know, there are known knowns;
there are things we know we know. We also know there are known
unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not
know. But there are also unknown unknowns - the ones we don't
know we don't know”

Well, we know about some of that, but there are still lots
of uncertainties

The crisis, & why state funding will be restricted
for the foreseeable future
 The economic crisis was precipitated by macroeconomic
imbalances (still there?) - lots of cheap capital sloshing into
Western debt, & then consumption
 Public sector debt has ballooned & will need to be reversed,
over a long period
 Household/bank debt has super-ballooned; reversal has a long
way to go
 High levels of national debt are linked to slow economic growth
 Austerity isn’t the (full) answer – but nobody has a better one
 Thus: the state won’t be able to fund as it has in the post-war
past
 Recessions aren’t that bad for population health
 Integrated care PPPs are the way to go for new facilities,
supported by new-generation funding sources (pension funds)
& instruments (EU Project Bonds)

